
9 out of 10 anticipate
significant changes
to their supplier base
over the next year

Getting the most
from your key

suppliers
in association with

Need to
prioritise

Beyond managing your supplier base at a high level, 
it’s also critical to have a clear idea of which suppliers 
are most important to you so you can proactively 
manage your relationship with them to unlock the 
most value. Many different criteria can be used to do 
this, and it’s useful to look at how others weight them 
to help you optimise your own approach.   

Getting the most from key suppliers
Do you do any of the following as part of your

key supplier management process?

Practice routinely Don’t do enough Rarely/never do

Strategically
Connect

Tactically
Align

Drive
Value

Proactively develop 
relationships with the supplier’s 
senior management

Share your priorities and plans, 
capturing how the supplier will 
support them

Determine your status with the 
supplier, e.g. whether you are a 
key account

Ask how you can help them 
with their goals , in order to 
increase your status with them

Fully exploit your status, e.g. 
free resources, early access, 
preferential support

Push to influence the 
supplier’s product/service 
development roadmap

63% 25% 10%

63% 27% 9% 24% 49% 24% 27% 59% 13%

34% 50% 13% 41% 40% 16%

In a recent survey of 68 members of the CIO 
WaterCooler even the most competent and 
organised IT teams are dependent on their 
suppliers to deliver effectively. You therefore need 
to make sure that the mix of partners you work with 
is adjusted as business demands evolve and 
technology advances open up new opportunities. 

Suppliers in
the spotlight

Value-based
management

Key supplier management is really about building and 
developing relationships, making sure both parties 
understand each other, align interests, and work 
together so each gets what they need. And this isn’t 
just a romantic idea; just consider why some 
customers get treated better than others, even if they 
have a similar level of spend with the same supplier.

Insights for success
What are your top tips for getting

the most from key suppliers?

Learning from
your peers

While the above illustrates that many CIOs know they 
could do more to develop key supplier relationships 
and unlock the kind of benefits highlighted, we were 
able to tap into a huge amount of collective experience 
on this topic. This gave rise to a set of tips and tricks, 
presented below in the CIO WaterCooler spirit of 
enabling IT leaders to learn from each other.
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Need to modernise, 
rationalise and consolidateExpecting

69%

Pressure to manage IT costs 
more aggressively Expecting

74%

Increased use of emerging 
technologies (e.g. AI)Expecting

62%

Unsure/na

High
influence

No
influence

Prioritising Suppliers 
What are the influences?

Strategic importance to your business

Current run-rate level of spend with them

How long you’ve been working with them

53%

40%

28%

28% 16%

6%

4%13%

34%

37%

9%

9%

Geographic location, regional emphasis, etc

Politics, exec relationships/preference, etc

Commercial fit, e.g. pricing models, terms, etc 46% 37%

40%

25%

16%

18%

25%

21%

27%

13%

12%

Quality of customer service and support

Nature and quality of account management

Delivery/performance track record with you 64%

30%

52% 33% 15%

54% 16%

28% 8%

ESG posture, policies and performance

Solution roadmap fit with your evolving needs

Cultural fit (values, mindset, engagement style)

3%

32% 38% 24%

18%

27% 9%

44%

37%

35%

18%

Reputation/knowledge within your industry

Leadership in emerging areas, e.g. AI

Reputation in relevant solution area(s) 2%

3%

43%

18%

34% 40% 22%

39% 30% 9%

43% 13%

Incumbency

Supplier
Attributes

Business
Alignment

Engagement

Other

RESULTING IN

2%

Be transparent and open with 
expectations of ways of working 

as well as business goals.

Treat them properly - you 
need them, even if sometimes 

your staff thinks differently.

Monitor, measure and 
track key supplier 

performance. 

Build the relationship, make contact 
regular and frequent. If you don’t know 

the people, you don’t know their 
business and how you can work best 
with them for everyone's advantage. 

Have structured governance, 
separating out the strategic 

and operational.

Be open and honest 
about your plans, even if 

they aren't attractive.
Ensure you have 

engagement at a variety of 
levels - technical, service 

delivery, executive etc. 

Honesty up front about 
aims and ambitions.

Make sure you have 
senior engagement.

Keep a good relationship 
- even in tough times and 

separate escalations 
from personal matters. 
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